Skoda superb 2014

The third, and current, generation using the MQB platform , entered production in The base
model, the 'Classic', included the 1. The 'Comfort' and 'Elegance' models offered with a 1.
Transmissions included a five speed or a six speed manual gearbox , or a ZF sourced five
speed tiptronic automatic. In addition to the 1. An interior redesign completed the upgrades. A
'Laurin and Klement' model became the top of the range, replacing the 'Elegance' model. A
range of new engines was introduced and the interior featured real wood as part of some trim
levels. The reason it wasn't put in production was that Volkswagen feared that an estate would
take too much market share from its own Passat Variant and Audi 's A6 Avant. Based on a
stretched version of the latest A5 Octavia platform , the Volkswagen Group A6 PQ46 , this
Superb is a four door five seater sedan , with an innovative "Twindoor" trunk lid that can
operate as a conventional trunk or as a hatchback that includes opening with the rear glass.
Being based on the Octavia A5 platform, this Superb now uses a transverse engine layout. A
Superb Combi â€” five door estate with litres in the boot â€” was presented to the press in June
, and debuted at the Frankfurt Motor Show in September When launched, petrol engine options
included four Volkswagen Group sourced units; consisting of an entry-level 92 kilowatts PS ; hp
1. The flagship 3. Diesel engine options included 2. In , the engine range was updated. In
addition to the standard front-wheel-drive, the Superb and Superb Combi were both available
with all-wheel-drive with a fourth generation Haldex clutch. The wheels were choice of 16", 17"
and 18". It was released for sale in the European market in June Headlights are fitted with
integrated LED daylight running lights; diodes are standard for tail lights, too. The Twindoor
opening mechanism was changed in order to provide easier operation: one button opens just
the lid, while the other opens whole tailgate. Up to now, one button was dedicated just for
opening, while the other had shifting function. Starting from January , design Outdoor package
is available for the Superb Combi. The list of features was slightly expanded too. The facelifted
Superb received the latest generation of Automatic Parking Assistant. From now on, the
passengers in the rear seats can adjust the passenger seat from the back. The electrical control
is located on the side of the passenger seat near the centre console and is thus easy to operate
from the back. Passengers in the rear can move the front seat forward and back and adjust the
seat height and angle. Overview of engines available for the second generation Superb B6, Typ
3T , incl. The third generation Superb, using the MQB platform , [19] [20] was announced in
February in time for the Geneva Motor Show , with volume production intended to start in the
middle of the year. The new model is larger than the second generation. The new generation of
direct injection turbocharged engines consisting of four cylinder units, was to include five
petrol engines ranging in size from 1. Dealer deliveries of the sedan began in June , with the
estate wagon followed in September. The Superb received very positive reviews in all foreign
tests. It also became the World Car of the Year finalist, [30] the best compact executive car and
estate car in on What Car? Engine specifications: [36] [37]. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Retrieved Euro NCAP. Retrieved 24 May The AA. November
Retrieved 28 December Archived from the original on Auto Periskop. Power Ratings". Auto
Express. Auto, Motor und Sport in German. Retrieved 30 August Retrieved 10 March The Spire
Automotive. Retrieved 27 May A marque of the Volkswagen Group. Authority control NKC : ph
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Large
family car. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive. Volkswagen Passat Lingyu
China. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Volkswagen Passat Lingyu. AZM EA AVB EA BLS EA
BPZ EA AWX EA BKD EA Volkswagen Group A6 PQ Volkswagen Group MQB platform. City car.
Fabia I. Fabia II. Fabia III. Small family car. Octavia I. Octavia II. Octavia III. Octavia IV.
Subcompact CUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Based on a non-VW Group based platform.
Passat B3. Passat B4. Eurovan US only. Passat B5. New Beetle. Volkswagen Teramount. New
Beetle RSi. Golf Mk4 R Golf Mk5 R Passat B6 3. Superb B6. NKC : ph The Superb was already
available with the 1. Superlatives are something we reserve for things that exceed our
expectations. We certainly thought that when we saw the first images of the new Superb, and
that feeling was reinforced when we stepped inside it. This is not the overgrown, anonymous
Laura lookalike any more, but something that makes people stare, or look twice. Its enormity
will only sneak up on you when you park it in a public parking lot next to a Fiesta or Accent,
walk away, and turn around to look at those beautiful headlamps. It then hits you â€” it really is
that much longer than the car next to it! The lines on the bonnet, the headlamps, even the new
tail-lamps make heads turn. The Superb manages to look good even though a less sober colour
would have been nice for the quickest Skoda ever made. One of the things luxury cars have to
do well is make their owners feel special. The Superb has this quality in spades â€” wood,
leather and plastic in black, beige and brown combine to make you feel like the king of the world
every time you set foot in the car. The color combination may seem a little incongruous, but it

works. The wheel tilts and telescopes, and has click-and-scroll buttons on the wheel that make
going through menus and music really simple. The instruments are arranged in a twin-pod
layout with white-on-white lighting that is easy on the eyes. As with most cars from the VW auto
group today, the speedometer is calibrated in steps of 5kph up to kph, beyond which each line
indicates an increase in 10kph. A convex right wing mirror instead of the plane one provided
would certainly have helped things along in our crowded traffic conditions â€” the blind spot it
creates on roundabouts can hide a small car! The seats adjust for height and lumbar support as
well as the usual adjustments, so finding a suitable driving position is a doddle. However, the
rear seat is definitely the place to be, what with the amount of legroom available and small
touches like a footrest for the feet making things so much more comfortable. The audio system
is one of the highlights of the Superb. It is a two-DIN touchscreen system that can hold si x
discs at a time and can play pretty much every format available for audio. In simple English, it
will hinge either at the bottom or the top of the rear windscreen, depending on whether you
need to load big objects into the boot. No object will be too big for this boot â€” it is litres with
the rear seats upright, and when we flipped the rear seats and sent someone in to measure how
big it becomes, we lost him in there. The four-pot petrol displaces 1. It is deathly silent at low
revs, and a refined, muted growl makes you aware that it is hard at work at high revs. It hustles
the Superb to kph in Keep them spinning in their powerbands, however, and you can keep your
pace up. The current motors will accelerate smartly to kph, and coupled with the chassis,
suspension and accurate steering, you can cruise at whatever speed you want all day long
without breaking into a sweat. The Superb is a stretched Passat underneath the skin and is
identica l to the long-wheelbase Passat that is sold in China, so it was imperative that the
engine in the Superb be relatively short if it was to be transversely mounted. This meant that a
V6 was in order â€” but a V6 is wide, which meant more weight forward of the front axle, which
would affect a lot of things like weight distribution and therefore handling, and pedestrian
impact safety. The engineers finally compromised, and developed an engine that is almost, but
not exactly, either a V6 or a straight six. The cylinders are arranged in two banks of three each,
but with an angle of This naturally-aspirated engine displaces cc and generates bhp rpm and
Nm rpm. It has a very Jekyll-Hyde personality; it will waft at close to idling speeds without
making a sound, but boot it and it will rev manically to the redline. It sounds quite like a
motorcycle engine in the way it revs freely to match revs when downshifting under heavy
braking. It helps the Superb to sprint to kph in 8. You can also choose to shift gears manually
by tipping the lever left while in D mode, or using the paddles behind the wheel. The Superb V6
utilises a fourth-generation Haldex system to power the front wheels under normal driving
conditions, but should it detect slip, it will transfer up to all the torque to the rear wheels as well.
If you go quickly through a corner, the power from this engine is transferred to the rear wheels,
offering a rare mix of safety when grip is low, and fun when spirits are high. The Haldex clutch
routes its power to a six-speed DSG gearbox, which is just as good as any VAG-group gearbox
is, with its intuitive shifts. Some Superb V6 owners might prefer that they be offered a
seven-speed gearbox like the other petrol superb, but six is plenty for this engine. The swift
kickdown helps this car go from kph in 2. Fuel Efficiency. Both the four-cylinder engines
showed surprising efficiency for a car of this size and weight. The petrol offered about 9kpl in
normal driving, but it was the diesel that wowed us, with no sign of going below 10kpl, no
matter how hard we drove it. Skoda recommends 95RON petrol for its 3. Our test car returned
almost 7kpl during normal usage, which is quite good considering the displacement, number of
cylinders and all-wheel drive. The ride seems a little stiff at low speeds but improves with
speed. Manoeuvering the car in a parking lot can be bothersome, but things are made much
easier with the parking sensors that are present at the front and rear. The ride improves with
speed, and the accurate steering offers a lot of confidence to the driver. Handling is surefooted,
even at speeds over kph. The Superb sports McPherson suspension with lower triangular links
and torsion stabiliser at its front and a multi-element axle, with one longitudinal and three
transverse links with a torsion stabilizer at the rear. The ride improves by leaps and bounds at
speed with the primary ride coming into play. The Superb is very manoeuverable for its size in
traffic, thanks mostly to the electro-hydraulic steering which adds assist at low speeds, then
reduces it at high speeds for better feel and accuracy. The approportioning of torque to the rear
wheels does wonders for the handling â€” it will put a few cars a segment above to shame with
its confidence through corners! They bite well, have good feedback and are progressive.
However, this immediacy of the brakes is much appreciated at speed, especially considering the
silly speeds this car is capable of achieving at the drop of a hat. These Pirelli were soft and
refused to give up even at speeds above kph. Tread noise on smooth concrete and tar roads
was extremely low. The Superb V6's wheels have a different design when compared to the other
Superbs. The Superb V6 retails for Rs It is packed with more features, offers all-wheel drive, a

dual-clutch gearbox and handling and driver involvement that is certainly the best of the trio of
V6-powered luxo-barges. It is available in 7 variants, 1 engine option and 2 transmission options
: Manual and Automatic. Other key specifications of the include a Ground Clearance of mm,
Kerb Weight of kg and Bootspace of litres. The is available in 8 colours. The mileage of ranges
from 6. Superb []. Expert Reviews. Used Superb. Ambition 1. Show price in my city. Skoda has
discontinued the Superb [] and the car is out of production. Skoda Superb [] Versions: Superb []
is available in 7 variants. Out of these 7 variants, 2 are Manual and 5 are Automatic. However,
some of these colours are available in specific versions. Read More. View More Versions.
Introduction Superlatives are something we reserve for things that exceed our expectations.
Interior One of the things luxury cars have to do well is make their owners feel special. Test
Data Engine Specifications - Petrol cc, four cylinders in line turbopetrol. Top Speed Engine
Specifications - Diesel cc, four cylinders in line turbodiesel. Ex-Showroom price. Q: What is the
price of Skoda Superb []? Skoda has stopped the production of Skoda Superb []. Q: Which is
Superb [] Top Model? The top model of Skoda Superb [] is 3. Q: Which car is better between
Superb [] and Superb? Compare the two models to identify the best car for you. Q: Is there a
new coming up Superb []? View All Images Things that pleasantly shock us, and make us go 'I
want one of those'. We certainly thought that when we saw the first images. The test mule with
masked logo was spotted somewhere in Maharashtra and this updated version has more than
few changes to both the exteriors and interiors. This facelifted model is expected to debut
around Diwali after the launch of the all-new Skoda Octavia. The car will make its debut on April
19 during the Shanghai Motor Show and will be launched for the European markets by the end
of June. The Superb has got cosmetic changes both on the inside and the outside as well as a
new engine. The car is expected to just get some minor changes and is will be the last facelift
for the Superb before an all-new generation model is launched. As per the Czech automakers
plan for , it will release the facelifted version of its flagship car in the middle of the year and this
model is likely to make its way to the country during the festival season. This is will be the last
facelift for the sedan before the next generation model is launched. This has resulted in a
growth of 13 per cent over the corresponding period last year where it was able to sell units. Car
has done hardly kms and its Mechatronics failed twice. A safety risk. Another safety failure is
ABS. This is when the car has been exclusively After sale service was the part which I loved the
most coz considering its features safety n class service cost is almost negligible as Skoda
superb poor car quality. Poor car quality Inspite of getting serviced from skoda authorised
dealers. Every month some of the other parts invites unavoidable cost which is crazy. Prefer a
BMW or merc as driven before and far better low on pocket unlike skoda superb. Has a Buying
secondhand skoda superb 1. I purchased second hand October model Skoda Superb 1. Anil
Shamjibhai Patel of Surat. On very third day after running for just km including km for bringing
car from Surat to Valsad the car stopped with display that Write Review. View All Superb [] User
Reviews. Home Skoda Cars Superb []. Show price in my city Get Offers. Add to compare.
Elegance 1. Ambition 2. Elegance 2. Max in Gear Gear Speed kph rpm 1 st. Performance Test
Data Top Speed Petrol cc. Diesel cc. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents.
Automobile Skoda Superb Owner's Manual pages. Recommended retail price list and technical
specification 20 pages. These to search for and obtain the information you require. You have
received a vehicle with the latest technology and range of amenities. Please read this Own- er's
Manual carefully, because the operation in accordance with these instructions is a prerequisite
for proper use of the vehicle. Page 4 Terms used The on-board literature contains the following
terms relating to the service work for your vehicle. Page 8: Safety Passive Safety Check the tyre
inflation pressure. General information Close all doors as well as the bonnet and boot lid. Also
advise your passengers to adopt so that the steering wheel cannot accidentally change position
during the the correct seated position and not to change this position while the car is journey
â€” Page 11 Do not lean out of the window. Do not put your feet on the dash panel. Using seat
belts Expectant women must also always wear a seat belt. Wrong use of the safety belt will
reduce its capacity to protect and the risk of injury increases. Page Inertia Reels And Belt
Tensioners Belt height adjustment on the front seats Belt tensioners The safety for the driver,
front passenger and passengers on the outer rear Fig. Page Airbag Overview The airbags are
not deployed in the case of minor frontal and side collisions, Side airbags rear-end collisions,
tilting of the vehicle and vehicle rollover. Head airbags Deployment factors Front airbags It is
not possible to generally determine which deployment conditions apply to the airbag system in
every situation. Only hang light items of clothing on the hooks fitted in the vehicle. Only switch
off the airbag when the ignition is switched off! Do not place any objects within the deployment
area of the side airbags â€” Page 28 Fig. Avoid high speeds, full throttle and high engine loads.
This prevents possible damage to the engine. Read and observe on page 28 first. The display
can show the current speed in mph Vehicle condition Certain functions and conditions of

individual vehicle systems are checked This feature is provided for driving in countries with
different speed units. Log book! Seek help from a specialist garage. The indicator light
illuminates if one or several doors are opened. Seek assistance from a specialist garage
immediately. The indicator light illuminates if a lamp is faulty. If the warning light illuminates,
there is a fault in the airbag system. Page Information System Switching off the hazard warning
light system is switched on will cause all of Information system the turn signal lights as well as
both warning lights to flash. An audible signal is emitted. Page 44 If the trip is interrupted for
more than 2 hours, the memory is automatically Note erased. Concentrate fully at all times on
your driving! As the driver, you are fully re- sponsible for the operation of your vehicle. Further
informa- Mirror adjust. The cur- Factory setting Restore the Convenience factory setting. Page
Service Interval Display As soon as the parking procedure is completed, an audible signal
sounds and Service interval display the following message appears in the information display.
Units of measurement This chapter contains information on the following subjects: The units
for the temperature, consumption and distance driven can be set Prompt in the MAXI DOT
display here. Read and observe on page 48 first. The key the remote control key, the battery is
empty. Page Individual Settings Switch-on display If the ignition key is withdrawn, the car is
then automatically unlocked again. The indicator light flashes for around 2 seconds in quick
succession, after- In addition, it is possible for the driver or front passenger to unlock the car by
wards it begins to flash evenly at longer intervals. Interior monitor and towing protection If you
unlock the vehicle and do not open a door or the boot lid within the next The anti-theft alarm
system hereinafter referred to only as alarm system in Ensure that the lock is properly engaged
after closing the boot lid. After activation of delayed locking, the boot lid can be opened again
after clos- Do not try to close the lid manually during the electrical closing process. Read and
observe on page 57 first. The acoustic signals serve as a safety function and provide
information about If the battery is disconnected and reconnected while the lid is open, it is necthe success of a performed action. In an emergency, the windows will no longer be able to be
opened from dows for approx. Page 63 The window can be completely opened automatically by
briefly pressing the The window can be completely opened automatically by briefly pressing the
button as far as the stop. Renewed pressing of the button causes the window button as far as
the stop. Renewed pressing of the button causes the window to stop immediately. Page 66
downwards and hold forwards firmly. Page Fig. Do not stick any stickers or similar objects in
front of the light sensor on the windscreen, so as not to cancel the function of automatic driving
light control WARNING or to impair its effectiveness. Page Interior Lights If the turn signal light
is switched on when the hazard warning light and the Front interior light ignition are both
switched on, then only the turn signal light on the corre- sponding vehicle side will flash. Page
Visibility Note Windscreen and rear window heater If the door is open and the ignition switched
off, the light extinguishes auto- matically after around 20 minutes. Entry lighting The lighting is
positioned on the bottom edge of the exterior mirror and illumi- nates the entry area of the front
door. Page 76 Sun visors Sun screen Fig. Page Seat Features When automatic storage is
activated, the current positions of the driver's seat Convenience features of passenger seat and
the external mirrors are saved in the memory of the remote control key Armrest, front each time
the vehicle is locked. When the vehicle is next unlocked using the Armrest rear same key, the
driver's seat and the external mirrors assume the positions stor- Seat backrests Page 87 Note
Convenience features of passenger seat Push the armrest cover all the way back to the stop
before applying the hand- brake. Page Practical Equipment Folding forward Rear seat folded
forward Superb Combi Before folding the seat backrests forwards, adapt the position of the
front seats in such a way that they are not damaged by the folded seat backrests Fig. Page 89
Storage compartment on the passenger side WARNING Storage compartment under the
passenger seat The attached note has to always be removed before starting off in order Clothes
hook not to restrict the driver's vision. Storage pockets on the front seats Storage compartment
for umbrella Storage compartment on the driver's side Storage compartment in rear centre
console Page 90 WARNING Storage compartments in the doors The storage compartment must
never be used as an ashtray or for the stor- age of combustible materials - fire hazard and risk
of damage to the stor- age compartment! Note The storage compartment is equipped with an
interior light which lights up when the parking light is on. Therefore, when leaving the Insertion
takes place in reverse order. Page 94 Note Storage compartment on the passenger side When
the stowage compartment is opened, a light lights up. Storage compartment under the
passenger seat Fig. WARNING The storage compartment is not a substitute for the ashtray and
must also After folding the rear armrest and cover up, an opening in the seat backrest not be
used for such purposes â€” risk of fire! Heavy ob- jects are not secured sufficiently â€” risk of
injury! Luggage compartment cover Fig. The automatic rolling up of the foldable boot cover
enables an easier entry in- Roll-up boot cover Superb Combi to the boot. This lamp has two

func- tions. WARNING Ensure that the carrier rails and variable loading floor are correctly
fastened The variable loading floor can be partially pulled out over the rear bumper. By lighting
up of the indicator light in the button, the operational readiness of the cooling system is
signalled. The auxiliary heating aux. The exhaust pipe of the auxiliary heating aux. Page
Universal Telephone Preinstallation Gsm Ii Each time the telephone has established a new
connection with the hands- The universal telephone preinstallation GSM II comprises the
following func- free system, an update of the relevant phone book is performed. The updating
tions. Has the mobile phone already been paired with the hands-free system? Page The
following functions are available for each phone contact. Bluetooth The following menu items
can be selected from the Bluetooth menu item. Page Multimedia If the system does not
recognise the command, it repeats the first part of the Voice command Action help thus
enabling a new entry to be completed. The radio and navigation system can of course still be
operated on the devices. A description is included in the relevant operating instructions. The
inclination of the holder can be adjusted to three preset positions. Carbon monoxide can cause
unconsciousness and death. The steering is locked automatically. Page Starting The Engine If
the driver's door is opened while the igition is on, an audible signal sounds Switching off the
engine and the following message appears in the instrument cluster display. Ignition on! Read
and observe on page first. Please note that the handbrake must be fully released. Note If you
want to move the selector lever from mode P to mode D or vice versa, â€” Parking mode move
the selector lever quickly. This prevents modes R or N from being acci- The driven wheels are
locked mechanically in this mode. The temporary switch to manual gear changing ton. Page
Avoiding full throttle Avoiding short distances Fig. Page Each kilogramme of weight increases
the fuel consumption. Therefore, we rec- Saving electrical energy ommend to carry no
unnecessary weight. It is particularly in town traffic, when one is accelerating quite often, that
the vehicle weight will have a significant effect upon the fuel consumption. You can find out
more information on adjusting the headlights at a specialist Do not drive through salt water. The
salt can lead to corrosion. Thus, these objects or people The ABS is activated faster and more
effectively with the intervention of the who wear such clothing are not recognised by the
System sensors. Page Park Assist The length of the vehicle can be increased with an installed
detachable towing Function device. The danger area thus begins at a distance of around 35 cm
on vehicles equipped with a factory-fitted towing device. Page Cruise Control System The
system cannot be activated because a fault exists on the vehicle. Page Fatigue Detection Break
Recommendation If none of these conditions are met or if the driving style is not changed, the
Fatigue detection break recommendation system recommends a driving break again after 15
minutes. Page Adjusting the ready position Fitting the ball head Fig. Keep the mounting recess
of the towing equipment clean at all times. This interference can also impair not directly affected
Car care systems because of the networking of the electronic components. The op- erational
safety of the vehicle may be at significant risk and can lead to in- Services, modifications, and
technical alterations creased wear of parts. The airbag control unit operates using pressure
sensors located in the front doors. All the cavities of your vehicle which are at risk from
corrosion are protected The underside of your vehicle is protected for life against chemical and
me- for life by a layer of protective wax applied in the factory. Artificial leather Electrically
heated seats Clean artificial leather with a damp cloth. Do not clean the covers by moistening,
as this can damage the seat heating system. Fuel Check the condition of all the seat belts on a
regular basis. Page Note Refuelling The fuel tank has a capacity of about 60 litres, including a
reserve of approx. The vehicle can only be operated with unleaded petrol that meets the EN
standard. Always remove any jewellery, tie back long hair and wear tight fitting clothing before
completing any work. Windscreen washer system Fig. Page The coolant level should be kept
between the marks Capacity If the coolant level is above the mark no coolant may be topped up.
If the coolant level is below the mark the coolant must be topped up. This chapter contains
information on the following subjects: A slight drop in the fluid level results when driving due to
normal wear-and- Checking the brake fluid level tear and automatic adjustment of the brake
pads. Never use a damaged vehicle battery â€” risk of explosion! Open the battery cover in the
direction of the arrow or press the interlock If the vehicle has not been driven for more than 3 to
4 weeks, the battery will on the side of the battery cover in the direction of the arrow A
discharged vehicle battery may already freeze at temperatures charger and specialist
knowledge. Only use the temporary spare wheel when absolutely necessary. Never drive with
more than one temporary spare wheel mounted. Page Tyre damage Fig. We recommend
checking your tyres and wheel rims for damage punctures, cuts, splits and bulges, etc. Page
Where possible, replace tyres by axle. Page Winter Operation Please note the following if you
intend to use the temporary spare wheel. Page Changing A Wheel The fire extinguisher must be
checked by an authorised person once a year. Towing eye The national legal requirements must

be observed. Clamps for removing the wheel trims Car jack WARNING Crank for the jack The
fire extinguisher must always be secured safely so that they do not Wheel wrench come loose
when making an emergency braking or in a vehicle collision Extraction pliers for wheel bolt
caps The passengers should not stand on the WARNING road instead they should remain
behind a crash barrier, for instance while Notes for vehicle lifting the wheel is being changed.
Once a tyre inflation pressure of 2. Attach the negative terminal of the battery supplying the
power to a solid metal part firmly connected to the engine block or to the engine block itself.
Page If using a tow rope, ensure that it is always kept taught. Page Radio Remote Control If the
towing device is removed completely, it must be replaced with the Rear towing eye standard
reinforcement of the rear bumper which is part of the mount for the towing eye. If this procedure
is not observed, the vehicle may not meet the national legal provisions. If the vehicle does not
unlock when pressing the remote control, the key may not be synchronised. This can occur
when the buttons on the remote control key are actuated a number of times outside of the
operative range of the equipment or the battery in the remote control key was replaced. This is
why the rotary switch must be set to posi- Fig. This may also cause damage at another part of
the electrical system. Page Power consumer Fuses in the engine compartment Fuel pump relay,
control unit for fuel pump, injection valves Fig. Page Bulbs Replacing the bulb for the licence
plate light Consumer Rear light Superb Combi Auxiliary heating and ventilation control unit
Replacing bulbs in rear light Superb Combi Data bus control unit Some manual skills are
required to change a bulb. For this reason, we recom- Engine control unit mend having bulbs
replaced by a specialist garage or seeking other expert help Ignition Page Replacing bulb for
main beam Fig. Removing the protective grille Fig. Page Replacing the bulb for the licence plate
light Fig. Replacing bulbs in rear light Superb Combi Fig. Page Technical Data The
wiring diagrams for whirlpool dryer
1992 honda shadow 1100
2000 silverado ac compressor clutch
vehicle data sticker contains the following data. Page Vehicle-specific information depending
on engine type The specified values have been determined in accordance with rules and under
conditions set out by legal or technical requirements for determining operational and technical
data for motor vehicles. Page 1. Page Unlocking the driver's door Extending variable loading
floo Fuel consumption , Unlocking the tailgate Partial extension Fuel reserve Emergency
equipment Extending variable loading floor Warning light Fire extinguisher Divide boot Fuses
First aid kit Movable lashing eyes Assignment Jack Extrending variable loading floor Colour
coding Vehicle tool kit Page You also can do something for the environment! The noise and the
wear of the vehicle depend on the way how you deal with your vehicle. This manual is also
suitable for: Superb. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

